Imagine a world...

... in which love and
respect were the prevailing powers.
100 JEANS
100 CELEBRITIES
1 CAUSE

Jeans for Refugees is a a global initiative
founded by Johny Dar. The initiative is simple:
Celebrities donate their jeans. Johny Dar paints
them. The jeans are sold to raise funds for the
refugees. 100% of profits are donated to the
International Rescue Committee.
‘This started as a humble dream of wanting to
make a difference through what I can do, on
apersonal level, which is painting those jeans and the rest was only possible through the generous souls that have contributed to this project.
I am honoured and humbled to be a part of this.
Thanks to everyone who is supporting this initative in whatever way you can: your support really
means the world, and means a lot to the world,
because by coming together for a common cause,
great change is possible.’ - Johny Dar

Celebrity Participants who have

donated jeans to the project include:
Alicia Vikander, Anna Wintour, Benicio
del Toro, Brian May, Bryan Adams,
Cameron Diaz, Candice Swanepoel,
Carla Bruni, Cat Stevens, Chanel Iman,
Charlotte Church, Christina Ricci,
Christine Taylor, Claudia Schiffer,
David Copperfield, Daniel Radcliffe,
Dannii Minogue, Elle McPherson, Elton
John, Emma Watson, Fearne Cotton,
Florence Welch, Heather Graham,
Iris Berben, Isabelle Adjani, James
Norton, Jane Birkin, Joaquin Phoenix,
Jim Broadbent, Julianne Moore, Julio
Iglesias, Karlie Kloss, Kate Moss, Lily
Allen, Marianne Faithful, Melanie C,
Minnie Driver, Nicholas Hoult, Nina
Hagen, Ozzy Osbourne, Peaches,

Pedro Almodovar, P!nk, Roger Waters,
Ryan Gosling, Sadie Frost, Salma
Hayek, Selah Sue, Sharon Osbourne,
Sharon Stone, Sofia Coppola, Tom
Waits, Tuppence Middleton, Twiggy,
Usher, Victoria Beckham, Vivienne
Westwood, and Woody Allen.

Johny Dar

is an artist pioneering
an original form of artistic expression
through painting, illustration, fashion,
design, body art, multimedia, and
music.
Passionate about breaking
boundaries,
realising
dreams,
making the impossible possible, and
collaborating for a cause – Johny
Dar’s work offers audiences a
new renaissance of expression and
experience.

CELEBRITIES DONATED THEM.
JOHNY DAR PAINTED THEM.
YOU CAN BUY THEM.
100% OF PROFITS ARE DONATED TO
THE INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE.
Jeans For Refugees is a unique art and
fashion collection dedicated to restoring
the dignity of refugees. Buying Jeans For
Refugees helps sustain the IRC initiatives
worldwide that are bringing much needed
aid to people displaced by man-made and
natural disasters like war and famine.
The Jeans For Refugees are wearable art
pieces helping refugees piece their lives
back together. Each celebrity-donated
hand-painted pair of denims affirms that
all human beings have the right to live in
peace and harmony.
A symbol of hope for a brighter future
- Jeans For Refugees can be framed,
worn, collected or given as a meaningful,
unforgettable gift.
Buy Jeans For Refugees for someone you
love and help someone you dont know because every life deserves a chance.

For sales enquiries, email
sales@jeansforrefugees.com
or talk to one of our
comittee ambassadors

How buying jeans
helps refugees...
There are 65 million displaced people in the
world. The International Rescue Committee
responds to the world’s worst humanitarian
crises, helping to restore health, safety,
education, economic wellbeing, and power to
people devastated by conflict and disaster.
Founded in 1933 at the call of Albert Einstein,
the IRC is at work in over 30 countries helping
people to survive, reclaim control of their future
and strengthen their communities.
50% of each Jeans For Refugees sale will go to
the Europe and Middle-East Refugee Crisis.
The IRC is the only international humanitarian
aid organisation responding to this crisis on all
fronts, working inside war-torn Syria; in the
neighbouring countries of Jordan, Turkey,
Lebanon and Iraq; in Greece, where thousands
of refugees are entering Europe; and in the
United States, where the IRC resettle refugees
from the Middle East and around the world.

50% of each Jeans For Refugees sale will go
to the ‘Forgotten Crises’.
While the refugee crisis in Europe continues to
dominate headlines, many countries are left to
struggle with man-made or natural disasters
largely out of sight - for instance Nigeria or
Ethiopia. IRC’s emergency fund helps deliver
rapid life-saving aid to the victims of these
forgotten crises.
To learn more about what your contribution
can do, visit rescue.org

‘The project has seen a host of other world-famous faces give their
jeans to artist Johny Dar, who has worked his own magic and turned
each pair into a sartorial artwork which will be auctioned to raise funds.’
British Vogue
‘With the current state of the world, there is always room for change
and a need for improvement, and all it takes is one person with an
idea to make it happen. Thank you to every celebrity involved in this
charity, to Johny for providing a mind, heart, and idea for this to be
possible, and to the IRC for dedicating their own lives to provide hope
for others.’ Celeb Mix
‘We have built several multi-billion dollar brands over the years
however, this is one of the most creative campaigns that we have
worked on thus far and due credit to Johny Dar for conceptualizing this
wonderful initiative’ (Prem Ramachandran) Eye of Dubai
‘The project is the brainchild of iconic fashion designer and artist
Johny Dar, and involves 100 celebrities who have achieved worldwide
recognition in fashion, film, music and the arts’ Qatar Tribune

‘You can never really have too many pairs of jeans, even more so if the
proceeds go to charity… and artist Johny Dar has hand-painted each
style’ Glamour UK

‘The list of celebrities involved in the project, which will run until
October, reads like the guest list for the Met Gala, with Emma Watson,
Sharon Stone, Ryan Gosling, Victoria Beckham, Jane Birkin and more
handing over their denim to be turned into art by Dar.’ The Telegraph

‘Artist Johny Dar has teamed up with 100 celebrities on the Jeans for
Refugees project – and we’re talking mega-stars not C-listers. Kate
Moss, Ryan Gosling and Emma Watson are just three of the celebs
who’ve donated jeans, which Dar has customised.’
The Irish News

‘One hundred pairs of celebrity denims have been given an eyecatching makeover by designer and artist Johny Dar for his Jeans For
Refugees project, which raises money for the International Rescue
Committee (IRC). Entertainment Daily

‘The initiative entails the stars donating their denim wardrobe
staples to artist Johny Dar who will transform the garments into
a piece of art, to help boost funds for the International Rescue
Committee’ India.com

Lot 1: Usher’s Jeans For Refugees

!

Jeans owned and donated by Usher for the
‘Jeans for Refugees’ collection. Usher’s Jeans
For Refugees have been hand-painted by Johny
Dar, with 3D fabric paint, so they are as wearable as they are collectible!

!
!!
!!
!

Usher Raymond IV is an American singer, songwriter, dancer,
and actor. Born in Dallas, Texas but raised and lived in Chattanooga, Tennessee until moving to Atlanta, Georgia. In 1994, he
released his self-titled debut album, Usher. He rose to fame in
the late 1990s with the release of his sophomore album My Way
(1997), which spawned his first U.S. Billboard Hot 100 numberone single "Nice & Slow", amongst top-two singles "You Make Me
Wanna..." and "My Way". The album sold more than 7 million
copies. 8701 (2001) produced the number-one singles "U Remind
Me" and "U Got It Bad", and top-three single "U Don't Have to Call".
It sold 8 million copies worldwide and won his first two Grammy
Awards as Best Male R&B Vocal Performance in 2002 and 2003.
For fifteen years Usher's songs have repeatedly landed at No. 1 on
the charts, earning him several Grammy and People's Choice
awards, among other honours.

!
!
!
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Lot 2: Salma Hayek’s Jeans For
Refugees

!

Balanciaga jeans owned and donated by Salma
Hayek for the ‘Jeans for Refugees’ collection.
Salma’s Jeans For Refugees have been handpainted by Johny Dar, who created pink and
black line work as a dynamic artistic expression
of Salma’s distinctive personality. The jeans are
painted with 3D fabric paint, so they are as
wearable as they are collectible!

!

Salma Hayek (Jiménez) Pinault (born September 2, 1966), known professionally as Salma Hayek, is a Mexican and American film actress,
producer, and former model. She began her career in Mexico starring in
the telenovela Teresa and starred in the film El Callejón de los Milagros
(Miracle Alley) for which she was nominated for an Ariel Award. In 1991
Hayek moved to Hollywood and came to prominence with roles in
movies such as Desperado (1995),[5] From Dusk Till Dawn (1996), Dogma
(1999), and Wild Wild West (1999).

!

Her breakthrough role was in the 2002 film Frida as Mexican painter
Frida Kahlo for which she was nominated in the category of Best Actress for an Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Screen Actors Guild Award,
and Golden Globe Award. This movie received widespread attention and
was a critical and commercial success. She won a Daytime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Directing in a Children/Youth/Family Special in
2004 for The Maldonado Miracle and received an Emmy Award nomination for Outstanding Guest Actress in a Comedy Series in 2007 after
guest-starring in the ABC television comedy-drama Ugly Betty.
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Lot 3: Sir Elton John’s Versace jacket donated for Jeans For Refugees

!

'Bid for Freedom: help the plight of refugees by bidding for my jacket’
- Sir Elton John
"I consider talent to be an original expression that
just can not be produced again - so this one took
me few months to complete - I hope Sir Elton John
can find himself in it “ - Johny Dar

!

Sir Elton John donated an original Versace blue leopard print jacket to the ‘Jeans for Refugees’ collection,
which comes with a signed letter, as Sir Elton chose to
leave the jacket entirely for Johny Dar to decorate! The
jacket has been hand-painted by Johny Dar, who created the golden linework and studs as a unique expression of Elton's personality.

!

Sir Elton Hercules John, CBE, is one of the most highly acclaimed and successful
solo artists of all time. He has achieved 38 gold and 31 platinum or multi-platinum albums, has sold more than 250 million records worldwide, and holds the
record for the biggest selling single of all time. Since launching his first tour in
1970, Elton has over 4,000 performances in more than 80 countries to his credit.
Besides his knighthood, Elton’s landmark awards include Best British Male
Artist BRIT Award, 1991; Songwriters Hall of Fame (with Bernie Taupin), 1992; Officer of Arts & Letters (France) 1993; induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, 1994; Polar Music Prize, 1995; MusiCares Person of the Year, 2000;
Kennedy Center Honor, 2004; Billboard Magazine Legend of Live Award, 2006;
Songwriters Hall of Fame Johnny Mercer Award, 2013; BRITs Icon Award, 2013;
Rockefeller Foundation Lifetime Achievement Award, 2013 and the Harvard
School of Public Health AIDS Initiative Leadership Award, 2013. In 2002, he was
awarded an honorary doctorate from the Royal Academy of Music and in 2004
he became a Fellow of the British Academy of Songwriters and Composers.

!

Elton has won 12 Ivor Novello Awards between 1973 and 2000, been nominated for a Grammy Award 11 times (winning in 1986, 1991, 1994, 1997 and 2000), and received the Grammy Legend Award in
2001. Three of his albums have been inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame, including his 1970 eponymous album. Elton has 3 Oscar Award nominations (winning in 1995), and a Tony Award (with 4
nominations) for Best Original Score for Elton John and Tim Rice’s Aida in 2000.

!

Lot 4: Eva Longoria’s Jeans For Refugees

!

"Painting these took me to Peru and the sun
temple - I loved working on the white and the
simplicity of only using gold paint. The focus
was very much on the pattern, which is like
golden mountains growing and growing.”
- Johny Dar

!

Eva Longoria signed and donated her DLX Hybrid
jeans for the ‘Jeans for Refugees’ collection.
They are size 24 and white as snow with golden
line work hand-painted by Johny Dar. The jeans
are painted with 3D fabric paint, so they are as
wearable as they are collectible and they look as
incredible worn as they do on the wall!

!

Actress Eva Longoria was born March 15, 1975 in Corpus Christi, Texas.
Her breakthrough role came in 2004 as Gabrielle Solis on the hit television series Desperate Housewives. In 2000, Longoria made her first
appearances on TV in tiny parts on Beverly Hills 90210 and General Hospital. The following year, the young actress joined the cast of the daytime soap opera The Young and the Restless, on which she played Isabella, a mentally unstable character who, after two seasons, was sent
to an insane asylum.
The role earned Longoria an American Latino Media Arts (ALMA) Award
for Outstanding Actress in a Daytime Drama in 2002, but even better
things were on the horizon, when Longoria landed a juicy role on the
new series Desperate Housewives two years later.
A year into the show, Eva won Choice TV Breakout Performance, Female,
at the Teen Choice Awards, and took home the Golden Globe for Best
Performance by an Actress in a Television Series, Musical or Comedy
and the ALMA for Person of the Year. She was also named one of People's
50 Most Beautiful in 2005 and #1 on Maxim’s annual Hot 100 list two
years in a row. Eva has appeared in Harsh Times (2005, with Christian
Bale), The Sentinel (2006, with Michael Douglas) and The Heartbreak
Kid (2007, with Ben Stiller), among others.
In 2012 Longoria was chosen to co-chair President Barack Obama's re-election. Having a keen interest in immigration and encouraging Latinos in politics, she has spoken out against strict antiimmigration legislation and in 2014 founded the Latino Victory Project to help encourage voting and donations for candidates. Longoria is also known for her support for the Coalition of Imokalee
Workers and has executive-produced the worker-based agricultural documentaries The Harvest and Food Chains.

Lot 5: Samira Said’s Jeans For Refugees

!

Samira Said’s ‘Jeans For Refugees’ are signed Diesel
jeans and hand-painted by Johny Dar. The jeans are
painted with fabric paint, so they are as wearable as
they are collectible!

!

Like all the Jeans For Refugees, this piece affirms that
all human beings have the right to live in peace and
harmony, and that - individually and together - we can
make this possible. A new and innovative form of
celebrity memorabilia with a purpose - Jeans For
Refugees is a unique art and fashion collection dedicated to restoring the dignity of refugees. A symbol of
hope for a brighter future - Jeans For Refugees can be
framed, worn, collected or given as a meaningful, unforgettable gift.

!

By buying Jeans For Refugees you are helping to sustain the International Rescue Committee’s initiatives
worldwide that are supporting people displaced by
man-made and natural disasters like war and famine.

!

Bid for your favourite Jeans For Refugees - because
every life deserves a chance. Profits will be donated to
the International Rescue Committee supporting
refugees worldwide.

!
!
!
!
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Lot 6 : Anna Wintour’s Jeans For
Refugees

!

"These jeans are all about the sense of knowing
what you’ve got and refusing to change for anyone. The jeans are pretty and have stability and
strength. As I painting them a gorgeous butterfly emerged from all the colours…” Johny Dar

!

Anna kindly donated two pairs of her Jeans to
Jeans For Refugees. This pair are signed and
feature a beautiful hand-painted design resembling a butterfly. The jeans are painted with 3D
fabric paint, so they are as wearable as they are
collectible! They shine and glow as the light hits
them which has an extra effect when the jeans
are worn and walking!

!

signers. She has also raised over $10 million for AIDS charities since 1990, by organising various high-profile benefits.

!

Dame Anna Wintour is a British-American journalist and editor. She has
been editor-in-chief of US Vogue since 1988. In 2013, she became artistic director for Condé Nast, Vogue's publisher. With her trademark
pageboy bob haircut and dark sunglasses, Wintour has become an
important figure in much of the fashion world, widely praised for her
eye for fashion trends and her support for younger designers. Her reportedly aloof and demanding personality has earned her the nickname
"Nuclear Wintour". She became interested in fashion as a teenager. Her
career in fashion journalism began at two British magazines. She was
the editor of British Vogue between 1985 and 1987. A year she later assumed control of the franchise's magazine in New York, reviving what
many saw as a stagnating publication. Through the years, she has
come to be regarded as one of the most powerful people in fashion,
setting trends, and anointing new designers. Anna is also a philanthropist. She serves as a trustee of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York, where she has organised benefits that have raised $50 million for the museum's Costume Institute. She began the CFDA/Vogue
Fund in order to encourage, support and mentor unknown fashion de-

Lot 7: Victoria Beckham’s Jeans For
Refugees

!

Victoria’s Jeans For Refugees, are from her own
Victoria Beckham label. The jeans are signed
(‘Love Victoria’) and have been hand-painted by
Johny Dar, who created the complex and layered
pink, purple and and black line work as a unique
expression of Victoria’s personality. The jeans
are painted with 3D fabric paint, so they are as
wearable as they are collectible!

!

Victoria Caroline Beckham is an English businesswoman, fashion
designer, model, and singer. In the late 1990s, Beckham rose to fame
with the all-female pop group Spice Girls, and was dubbed Posh Spice
by the July 1996 issue of the British music magazine Top of the Pops.
After the Spice Girls split, she was signed to Virgin Records and Telstar
Records and had four UK Top 10 singles. Her first release, "Out of Your
Mind", reached #2 in the UK Singles Chart.
Beckham has participated in five official documentaries and reality
shows about her, including Victoria's Secrets, Being Victoria Beckham,
The Real Beckhams, Victoria Beckham - A Mile In Their Shoes and Victoria Beckham: Coming to America. She has since made a cameo appearance in an episode of Ugly Betty, and been a guest judge on Project
Runway, Germany's Next Topmodel, and American Idol.

!

In the past decade, Beckham has become an internationally recognised
style icon and fashion designer. Following high-profile collaborations
with other brands, she launched an eponymous label in 2008, and a
lower-priced (diffusion) label in 2011. The Victoria Beckham label was
named designer brand of the year in the UK in 2011, and in 2012 the
brand was assessed as the star performer in the Beckham family's
business interests.

!
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Lot 8: P!nk’s Jeans For Refugees

!

“Donated a pair of my jeans to a rad artist
who could make great use of them. Please
support Johny Dar’s incredible cause that
supports refugees worldwide.”
P!nk

!

“She has a big heart that means well…love
the way she keeps it real and addresses many
important topics through her music which is
why her support means a lot to this project.
Her jeans turned out to be a colourful, vibrant
energetic expression that was a true pleasure
to work on.” - Johny Dar

!

P!nk;s jeans are originally 7 For All Mankind
jeans that she signed and donated to the ‘Jeans
for Refugees’ collection. They have been handpainted by Johny Dar, who created the complex
rainbow linework with feathered wing details as
a tribute to P!nk’s personality and big heart.

!

Alecia Beth Moore, better known as Pink, (born September 8,
1979) is an American singer-songwriter and actress. She started
off as a R&B singer and then included pop and rock to her music. As of 2012, she sold over 40 million records and 70 million
singles worldwide. She has won three Grammy Awards and a Brit
Award.

!
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Lot 9: Julio Iglesias’ Jeans For Refugees

!

"Julio is such a master in what he does- I just
had to paint his jeans like a piece of fine art. I
believe the painting tells a beautiful story. “ Johny Dar

!

Julio Iglesias’ signed jeans have been hand-painted by Johny Dar, like a painting, to reflect Julio’s
mastery and talent. The jeans are painted with 3D
fabric paint, so they are as wearable as they are
collectible!

!

Julio José Iglesias de la Cueva (born 23 September 1943), better known as
Julio Iglesias, is a Spanish singer and songwriter who has been awarded
with the Guinness Record thrice. In 1983, he was the most recorded artist in
more languages in the world, and in 2013 as the Latin artist who has sold
the most records in history. He is recognized as the most successful European commercial singer in the world. He is one of the top ten record sellers
in music history, having sold more than 350 million records worldwide in 14
languages. More than 2600 certified gold and platinum albums. It is estimated that during his career he has offered more than 5000 concerts, serving more than 60 million people on five continents. In April 2013 the singer
was awarded in Beijing as the first and most popular international artist in
China. He is also the largest foreign record seller in Brazil, France, Romania
and Italy, among many others. In his country, Spain, he is the artist who
has sold the most, with 23 million records.

!

Iglesias has won the most important and prestigious awards in the recording industry such as the Grammy and Latin Grammy, World Music Award,
Billboard Awards, Silver Gull, ASCAP, American Music Award and Lo Nuestro
Awards among others. He has been awarded the Gold Medal for Merit in the
Fine Arts of Spain and the Legion of Honor of France. He was named Special
Ambassador for the Performing Arts of UNICEF in 1989. He has also institutionalized September 8 as "Julio Iglesias Day" in Miami since 1997 and has
been a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame since 1985. April 2013, entered
the Hall of Fame of the Latin Composers.

!
!
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Lot 10: Surprise Jeans For Refugees!

!
!
Surprise. This lot will be revealed at the live auction.
!

